Privacy Notice

This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices for Clarendon County Emergency Management App. This privacy notice applies solely to information collected by this app. It will notify you of the following:

1. What data this App collects.
2. What we do with it, and if shared with anyone.
3. Where it is stored.
4. How we protect it.

Personally Identifiable Information

Any personal information collected will be received by a County Official and only used in an official manner. Information provided voluntarily by the user will not be sold or rented.

(Personally Identifiable Information is any data that could potentially identify a specific individual, or any information that can be used to distinguish one person from another and can be used to de-anonymizing anonymous data.)

Location Information – Alerts

The App allows you to view information that will help you prepare for a disaster, and view available resources to you during a disaster as they are posted within the App.